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"ScapiDO," this fall's school~.-y
____ ...,. .OIM .. _ 1tM4 as.
period, Tietsort said. For musicals,
higher royalty fees, rentals of music
scores and the hiring of profes-
sional musicians accounts for much
of the additional expense, Tietsort
said. The musicians are not highly
paid, "but we pay them as best we
can depending on the budget,"
Tietsort said.
The cost of this semester's play,
,' '~cap i,I!Q.,.' '0.. is. __f.1:1_t:'!.~ ntJ~ __!leCir
15.000•.T.ie.tsortsaicL With the
$I,()()() left after this production is
completed, Tietsort says a full-scale
musical could not be attempted.
"We might have to do a very simple
type of production," he said.
In the past. a proposal by the
DSSG to combine Theatron and
Stagewise was rejected by club
members in fear of a subsequent 50
percent cut in student government
funding, club members say. Enri-
quez explained to the DSSG that
the memberships and functions of
the two groups were distinct and
could not be successfully merged,
he said.
Theatron is Baruch's club
organization of actors and actresses
and is one of the college's oldest
clubs. Stagewise, a relatively new
club, consists of students who han-
dle the technical aspects of play
production including set construc-
tion, lighting, and costumes.
Stagewise was started by Tietsort
four years ago because, "At that
time," Tietsort said, "no one was
looking after the dub events that
took place in the auditorium. We
started Stagewise to develop a corps
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Theatre Clubs Funds Cut;
Receive Half of '83 Budget
Sprinf{ Musical May Be Cancelled
- ~ ~ , .. .. ~
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that this guy is great, but I just
didn't have the opportunity," com-
mented Weiss.
Segall responded by assuring that
students had input, and that the
.~~.~ p§. 7~CO!..1
~ ··~·~~·-,);~~:t-:r\~ ".'.'~:":.::~
29 and 30. With President Joel
Segall's- approval, the Faculty
Senate decided to allow instructors
at other hours an opportunity to
vote.
"Beyond those targeted classes,
if instructors wanted to help par-
ticipate, they could let me know
and I would send them all the
materials, " said Norman W.
Storer, Faculty Senate secretary.
Storer estimated that 7,500 ballots
were sent to the targeted classes and
2,500 .to additional classes,
Storer said that emphasis was
placed on student participation,
maintaining that student opinion
would remain invalid if it did not
reach the minimum requirement ·of
30 percent participation. "How
Continued on Pg. 7, Col. J
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By Michael Lashinsky
Governance Charter Fails Again;
ESSA Opposes Revised Document
The revised version of the Gover-
nance Charter has not passed since
less than 30 percent of eligible
students voted in the referendum,
the second one held this year.
Of the 3.352 ballots co11ected,
1,986 (59.2 percent)were in favor,
621 (18.5 percent) opposed, and
745 (22.2 percent) -abstained. The
returns represent 22.3 percent of an
estimated 15,000 students, below
the 30 percent required in the cur-
rent Charter.
The voting took place in special
booths throughout the college and
in "targeted classes" in session at
lO:30a.m. Oct 23, and 6:30 p.m.
Oct. 24. The voting was extended
to classes meeting on Oct. 25, ~~
A stIIdea. prepares to ahe • pi.t of blood 10 die Greater New York Blood Pr0-
gram. Out of 15,000 eI.... donon, 194 showed up. 164 were able to donate.
The drive was conducted Nov. 7 and 8.
Student evaluations of instruc-
tors, Helpline, and the Governance
Charter were some of 0 the major
topics discussed at the President's
Fall Leadership COnference.· .
The conference,· 0 wbidl ·was..-.·
hosted by President Joel Segall. on
October ..3.O.-.gayc-.the. members
the 4IH:ee .BaRIch- ·student- govern- -
ment bodies, the Baruch College
Association Inc. , and the Baruch
student media a chance to question
Segall on various issues.
In discussing student input into
evaluating teachers, Day Session
Student Government (OSSG) coun-
cil member Jeffrey Weiss suggested
extending student evaluations of
professors, from once a year in the
spring, to twice a year, in order to
allow students to "offer their can-
did opinion whether good or bad. I
have had professors for one
semester, and really wanted to write
Segall Holds Leadership Conference;
Helpline and Charter Discussed
Baruch College may not have a
college play next semester because
its theatre clubs have received in-
adequate funding to allow for both
a fall and a spring show. club of-
ficers say.
In past years, Theatron and
Stagewise, Baruch's two interactive
theatre clubs, have produced non-
musical plays in the fall semester
and musicals in the spring. This
year, however, the clubs' major
funding source, the Baruch College
Fund, has provided only $6,000,
enough for the fall show, said
Richard Enriquez, treasurer of
both clubs.
The Baruch College Fund, which
consists of donations made by
Baruch alumni, has less money
available this year than it has in
previous years, said Stephen Wert-
~ helmer, director of college rela-
.·~s.· The "Pund!s . level 'ean vary
o from year to year since, according
to Wertheim~, there are about
6,000 contributors whose "gifts
range fromo-ne-dbltar to thousands
of .dollars. " Due to this year's
relatively low contribution level,
programs other than the theatre
clubs' have also received reduced
funding, said Wertheimer. The
Baruch College Fund "did not have
sufficient resources" to finance col-
lege activities the way it would have
liked to, said Wertheimer.
i "Every program is important,"
-e Wertheimer said, adding, "the
~ alumni leadership was very upset.
IQ We are continuing efforts to find
Q funding possibilities-it is difficult
and may not be possible."
Last year, the total theatre
budget for' 'The Matchmaker" and
"Eh-Man" was about $15,000, said
John R. Tietsort, producer in
charge of funds. Thirteen thousand
dollars came from the Baruch Col-
~ ~~~~~~dn~ftomthe~y
Session Student Government
(DSSG·,) Tietsort said. Enriquez
said the clubs have requested
$4,000 from the DSSO this year.
According to Tietsort, the
budget for non-musicals averaged
between $3,000 and $6,000 in the
. past five years. Musicals were more
expensive, costing between $6,000






classes. Berrol added, "We lose a
large number of freshmen students
because of this. The two-day
75-minute classes contribute to this
leaving rate,· but it has not been
recognized as a contributing rea-
son," said Berrol.
Berrol and Jacob also mentioned
that a student's attention span
Continued on Pg. 5, Col. 3
Several instructors at Baruch
proposed, in a General Faculty
meeting, a three-day.teaching week
rather than a two-day schedule,
although other instructors oppose
such a plan.
Some instructors have said that a
three-day teaching week would be
advantageous to both students and
faculty. Margaret C. Jacob, pro-
fessor of history, explained that the
average teacher daily teaches "four
seventy-five minute" classes that
she contends are. "unteachable."
Jacob said that "no matter how
energetic" a teacher is, he or she
cannot teach the last class with "the
", same dedication that goes into the
first two classes." Jacob said that
this is because after teaching the
first few classes, "You are exhaust-
ed mentally and physically." She
added that "a good teacher should
be energetic and forceful, not ex-
- hEiasfed :-.. .
Selma Cantor Berrol, professor
-ofilistory,'agrecs with Jacob. '~.:rfle~
teachers gee terribly" tired.n Both
agree that this teaching load is a
direct cause of inferior education
because students learn less from
tired teachers. Berrol would especi- '
ally like to see the three-day week in
effect for incoming freshmen. "I
would like to see the three-day
schedule for first and second
semester students. " Berrol said that
because freshmen are "younger
and inexperienced" they have a dif-
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controllers -have lost an their financial
resources: homes, cars, bank accounts, etc.
Many have years of experience and can be
back in the system within 90 days. The lives
that will be saved in the process may be our
own.
up with the right question, which is often of
greater importance.
When one becomes subject to the instinct
of aggression and self-destruction, then
that is total slavery. While in the human in-
stitution of slavery one's own inner mind
remains free, with the barbarism from the
rejection of convention, one's own mind
becomes the prison. Today's fashions are
symptomatic of the rejection of the sacred
as a measure of behavior. Conventions tend
to prevent this descent. In this sense, the
more one becomes subject to convention,
the freer one becomes.
many facilities, the veteran controllers are
working six-day weeks in an occupation
pronounced highly stressful in several
health studies.
This situation is exacerbated by the
autocratic management style of many in the
FAA. Controllers are to do as they're told
and not ask questions. "The FAA is run on
a militaristic basis," says Stuart Morse, a
fired controller from New York. All of this
had led, this past summer, to the working
controllers lobbying for a new union voic-
ing complaints that sound suspiciously like
the old PATCO grievances.
So how does this affect the flying public?
Well, there have been a number of scary
near-misses in recent months. On New
Year's Day, two Pan American Jumbo jets
with 496 passengers aboard came within 50
feet of colliding east of Miami. Last May
three commercial jetliners and a private
plane came a bit too close in the crowded
airspace between New York and Washing-
ton. This latter incident happened because
the Leesburg, Virginia controllers were too
busy to take control of a KLM 747. Some
ex-controllers now feel that the situation is
ripe for a potential accident. If this should
happen, could Ronald Reagan and FAA
head Donald Engen really say they did
everything possible to prevent it?
I don't think so, because they know
perfectly well that the people in the biggest
pool of talent available are currently cool-
ing their heels on the sidelines. The
American public has invested $1.3 billion of
tax money to train these professionals. One
fired controller has told me that he was
always an "airplane freak" and that the job
was a labor of love. I think his attitude- is
shared by many. _
The time has come for President Reagan
to be magnanimous and rehire these people.
They have already been punished more than
we can imagine and many have had a dif-
:i
(nil yur, ;.'~~,
: aa.tt. jut MI ,
\ -6000;'
\,-'---- .::.
heightened sense of self, to the exclusion of
all others. A sense of self to this degree is
ultimately destructive to both oneself and
others. As Freud said, "The fateful ques-
tion for the human species seems to me to
be whether and to what extent their cultural
development will succeed in rnasteri ng the
disturbance of their communal life by the
human instinct of aggression and self-
destruction." While Freud would consider
an answer to the problem based in a sense
of the sacred as something proceeding from
primordial 'acts of parricide and incest (an
oversimplification to be sure, but an impor-
tant part of his thinking here), he did come
ment due to medical disability) was 89070.
They had a hypertension rate three times
that of pilots and a high incidence of
diabetes. The controllers felt that their·
health problems were caused by the stress
that they were under. This stress was com-
plicated by the fact that they were not
allowed much input into their own work
lives. The rigid FAA management structure
left them little latitOde in deciding their .
shift length, planning safety procedures or
even when they could have lunch.
As a result, the controllers applied
economic pressure to campaign for what
they felt were their civil rights. President
Reagan did not see it that way though. The
irony of all this is that P ATCO was among
the President's earliest supporters. During
the 1980 campaign, Reagan sent Robert
Poli a letter saying that the controllers
deserved higher salaries and better equip-
ment. This convinced Polio that PATCO's
future lay with Reagan.
What would cause a President to crush
the very union that supported him? I
believe that part of the answer lies in the
current "Black Hat" image of unions in
general to the American public. Here
Reagan. the most media-conscious Presi-
dent in our history, is faced with his first ma-
jor run-in with a union. Like a teacher
punishing an unruly pupil on the first day
of class, the President made an example of
PATCO. He got the image of being a man
of his word instead of a weak, vacillating
president like Carter. Demanding more
than $32,000 made PATCOseern greedy to
many people. Terry Paddack, a fired con-
troller from Long Island, says the President
used this perception to turn the firings into
"a law-and-order issue rather than a work-
ing conditions issue."
Turning to today, the signals are that all
is not rosy in the control towers. There are
several reasons for this. Airline deregula-
nan e
travel boom, sharply increasing the number
of flights at the nation's 23 busiest airports.
With 3,000 fewer controllers and a severe
shortage of experienced people, this had led
to a strain on the system. There are too few
controllers working too many airplanes. In
THEPATCOT
By Barbara Lilvinsky
Two years ago, much to the surprise of
the American public, President Reagan
fired 11,400 striking air traffic _conrollers
for participating in an illegal strike. Their
union, The. Professional Air Traffic Con-
trollers Organization (PATCO) went
bankrupt, hit by heavy fines. One wonders,
however, what made this elite union com-
mit, in effect, professional suicide by refus-
ing Reagan's return - to - work order of
August, 1981. To find out some answers, I
went to see Bill, Taylor of the U.S. Air
Traffic Controllers Organization last week.
Bill is Director of Communications for
USATCO, an organization which promotes
air traffic-control safety and represents the
interests of the fired controllers and others.
Now for some history.
Why did they feel that they had to go out
on strike in the first place? In 1970, 4,000
controllers staged a sick-out - 3,200 were
suspended and 100 fired but all but two got
their jobs back. In 1975 PATCO became
certified with a loan from the AFL-CIO. In
1980, Robert Edmund Poli ousted a more
moderate leader, John Leydon, to become
the Union's first president. By all accounts,
Poli was the most aggressive federal union
head operating at the time. He -spent
millions of dollars on Capitol Hill in lobby-
ing costs and declared that the controller's
organization "is not a union, it's a
religion.' '
By the summer of 1981, the stage was set
for a strike. Mr. Poli's militancy was
echoed by his members, with whom he had
great rapport. The government had offered
the controllers a benefits package in June
which they had rejected. At the time, the
average controller was making a salary of
$32,000 a year. This salary was perceived by
much of the American ublic as uite suffi-
cient, But the controllers (who use com-
puters and voice contact to tell pilots where
to take off and land and what to do in an
emergency) felt it was insufficient compen-
sation for the pressure they had to endure.
The statistics show that they may have
had a point. The burnout rate (early retire-
on what God has done for me individually,
or what I have seen or how I have spoken in
tongues, with the implication that those
who have not done so are not really Chris-
tian. This movement is the religious incar-
nation of the elevation of the self to the
measure of all things. Instead of the People
of God being knit into the holy catholic
church, which is the mystical Body of
Christ, each person becomes an entire
church unto her or himself on the basis of a
special, gnostic, "born-again" experience.
Malachi Martin, in The Final Conclave.
speaking through a character in the
novel-a Polish Cardinal based, it seems, on
Karol Wojtyla, now John Paul II-says
"Now the born again business means that
you don't need Baptism with water. Or the
mass. Or the Eucharist. Or confession. Or
the priest. Or the Pope. Or a historical
Jesus, for that matter. They all come down
to the same thing finally. Religious
economism-my own word for it: You take
what you feel, what you feel you want,
what you feel you like. And you forget the
rest." (Though a Lutheran's position is not
identical with this one, especially on the
matter of the Bishop of Rome, iconoclasm
was of great concern to Luther and his
followers. )
This headlong rush towards such an
overall ethos for society, which makes the
self the final arbiter for any decision, would
be hailed by some, especially libertarians
and followers of Sartre, as being true in-
dependence. In reality, it is true slavery.
The function of the conventions of a society
is ultimately to protect each person from
her or his own tendency towards destructive
selfishness. Without counteracting in-
fluence from some awe-inspiring quarter,
onc i... enslaved to the imperatives of
possessi ng a corporeal, rnatcrial body.
From this, it seems, comes an exceedingly ~ ..l
such a ridiculous use of the word "hot.")
Among them is Limelight, formerly the
Church of the Holy Communion
(P.E.C.U.S.A.), which is said to have
celebrated its grand opening by bringing a
person in on a cross. The News article is
best described as a litany of places where
one may dance to ear-splittingly loud music
while drinking (and, though unstated in the
article, probably performing unlawful acts
with controlled substances) oneself into a
blind stupor.
These rather extended descriptions of dif-
ferent articles are not going to be tied
together by a fire-and-brimstone sermon
making Pius IX look like an extreme
liberal. The tie is something more subtle.
Today's sexuality and "night-life" are two
symptoms of a wave of self-centered desires
to feel good. It is not uncommon today to
take drugs to wake up, then to calm one's
nerves during work, and then, at night, to
either induce a feel of euphoria or, on
special occcasions, a psychedelic ex-
perience. This is also expressed in the
tendency of "yuppies," noted by The
Economist. to use "small amounts of
ruinously expensive food" as an escape.
(This sounds all too familiar considering the
lengths to which I've gone for the perfect
cup of coffee. Yes, yes, more drugs.) All
through human history, the species as a
whole has sought to improve on its lot
through the cultivation of the palate. The
development of great culinary traditions
from the Schezuan province to Paris is an
indication of this tendency. There is
nothing wrong with it per se,but there is
the danger of the tendency going to des-
tructive lengths. Society" is witnessing an
almost unbridled degree of 'sclfishness.
The conventions are being thrown off with
almost wild abandon as people make thc
self the only legitimate arbiter of one's
decisions. In many ways, this .tcndcncy is,
suprisingly. seen in thc fundamentalist
movement in Christianity. '
This movement stresses personal ex-
perience, personal involvement, personal
revelation, and an often literal reading of
the Bible. Almost every statement is ba...ed
The Times spoke of an increasing
divergence of views on sexual morality be-
tween the Bishop of Rome (the Pope)
and his American followers. John Paul II is
said by The Times to see his "American
flock" ... "as wayward and materialistic."
For non-Romans, it is easy to dis-
miss the ideas of the Roman Bishop as
hopelessly mired in the Middle Ages. In
fact, even Americans who are in commu-
nion with him seem to share this opinion.
According to figures compiled by the Na-
tional Opinion Research Center, and re-
ported by The New York Times Sunday
magazine, "72 percent of Catholic women
would consider abortion under certain cir-
cumstances; nearly half of American
Catholic do not consider premarital sex
wrong at all. . . ." The most interesting
statistic was from the National Center for
Health Statistics, "More than 90 percent of
sexually active Catholic women have used
methods of contraception that have not
been approved by the church...." These
statistics reveal an astonishing degree of
separation between the Roman See and its
followers here in the Union on questions
dealing with the sexual life of a Christian.
But what of the rest of America, if those
who were considered the most religiously
devout among Americans have rendered
this endorsement of a more liberal sexuality
than to what others have turned?
The Daily News Sunday magazine the
same day reviewed "New York's hottest
clubs." (I've yet to understand why any








President of Day Session
Student Government
officials when asked about a par-
ticular voucher that the Day Ses-
sion Student Government President
tried to put through. The actual
situation was not presented correct-
lv.
First of all, my opinion of the
voucher system and my statement
regarding the controversial voucher
were not related. The article failed
to put the question, "Why do you
feel there should be refreshments at
council meetings?", in between the
two responses, making my reply ap-
pear to pertain to the same ques-
tion, and therefore, praise Po Sit's
voucher.
I feel that it is the duty of a jour-
nalist to include all quotes, facts,
and questions as they occurred.
Jeff Anderson
Treasurer of D.S.S.G.
The article read: «The voucher
was rejected by Anderson. 'J did not
put it through;' said Anderson. .,
This ~1.:as a direct quote. Po Sit's
. 'full explanation: oj the VJ2JKb_e'-'..r__--.
was not given {O {he ...... riter at the
time of {he interview.
the expenses I incurred to Jeff. Jeff
stated that he was not sure, but
thought that there may be a prob-
lem since the Vice Presidents were
not yet official. I responded that to
my knowledge, there was no provi-
sion in the constitution prohibiting
it. We both agreed that it was un-
fair for a student who came to
school only for the meeting, spent
more than three hours working for
the interests of students, and be
told to pay for their own lunch
while I and my Executive 'lice
President have ours covered by the
Day Session Student Government.
The issue was left at that. Later on,
in the same day, I approached Jeff
and told him to cancel the voucher
for reasons of maintaining internal
control. I realized that even though
in this case the unofficial members
were every bit as entitled to the
food as I was, including them on
the voucher could set a dangerous
precedent for future presidents who
may abuse it. At no time was the
voucher rejected by Jeff. I think
that this issue illustrates in part the
competence of the people in Day
Session Student Government. By
voicing his concern, Jeff caused me
to reevaluate something which had
previously been considered routine
and spot a loophole in the constitu-
tion which we can now work to
close.
David Tang
Coach of Archery Team
that I said, "It's fun, but it's more
fun when you win." This was a
distorted report of what was actual-
ly said. My statement was, c'l was
not worried about 'winning or los- _
ing, but the team should have fun,
enjoy the sport and meet people
during the competition."
Finally, I was misquoted regard-
ing my description of what was
necessary for an individual to
become a good' archer. I never said
that an individual needs a "strong
bowarrn." I don't know where
Fred Cohen got this information
from.
To the Editor:
This letter will hopefully serve as
a rebuttal to the recent example of
"Creative Journalism" perpetrated
by a staff writer of this paper. The
article I am referring to was
printed in the October 30th issue of
The Ticker, and implied of wrong-
doings by the Day Session Student
Government.
The intent of this letter is to
criticize the article for inaccurate-
ly quoting me. The article only re-
vealed fragments of responses that
I made without showing the ques-
tions to which they correspond, a
method sometimes used by jour-
nalists to slant an issue in order to
appeal to sensationalistic taste.
I was depicted as lauding the
voucher system as a means of com-
pensation of Student Government
To the Editor:
I would like to clarify some of
the statements which appeared in
The Ticker article, " Archers'
Target is Improvement."
First, I was quoted as having
answered a question regarding the
reason for last year's record.
However, I was never asked any
questions regarding the reasons for
last year's results.
Second, when we discussed the
status of this year's team and my
prediction for our future, I said,
"We have a decent team due to the
fact that most of the archers are
first-year shooters or beginners!'





As President of Day Session Stu-
dent Government, it is my obliga-
tion to voice concern over an article
in your last issue. Although there
were many issues raised which I
would like to respond to, I do not
believe this column has the space
for it. I will therefore restrict my
response to the September 14th
voucher for the budget meeting.
Ads appear on pages 7, 10 and 15
which fully explain Day Session Su-
dent Government's position on
other issues.
In the article, it was stated that
on September 14, I took three non-
student government members to
lunch. Your article went on to state
that Jeff Anderson "rejected" my
voucher on the grounds that the
people with whom I had lunch were
not official members of Day Ses-
sion Government. How the writer
of the article came to the conclu-
sion that the voucher was rejected
by Jeff is totally beyond me, and
Jeff for that matter as he clearly
states in his letter to the editor.
When the reporter of the article
questioned me concerning the issue,
I gave him my full explanation. I
was very surprised upon reading the
article that my explanation was not
included. I feel that it is my respon-
sibility to inform the students about
what actually happened since the
article painted a fictitious portrayal
of the facts.
The meeting which is in question
took place on September 14 (Fri-
day). At -the time of the meeting,
the two individuals who were pres-
ent at the budget meeting had not
been officially approved by the
couccil which was in its earl}' stage,
of organization. A week after the
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After months of renovation, work on both the lobby and several floors at III E. 18th St.
has been completed. The result is satisfying.
The new facilities are pleasant to the eye. Two additional elevators have decreased the
waiting time and lessened the over-crowding in the lobby, which often occurred last spring.
The classrooms are also spacious and comfortable. The college is to be congratulated on its
efforts.
But there is more to be done. Both the 23rd Street building, at 17 Lexington Avenue, and
the Student Center, at 137 E. 22nd, must be upgraded. -
There h~s been renovation of the bathrooms at 23rd Street, so there is an effort to improve
the facilities. The next steps are to install automatic elevators, and repair the heating system
in the auditoriums since, during the winter, students freeze while attempting to take notes in
lecture classes.
The Student Center is, by far, the building in most need of repair. The bathrooms are in
horrendous shape. In the third floor men's room, the door on the stall has been torn off and
was never replaced. Maintenance is poor; on one occasion fried rice was spilled on the-
stairwell, and was not cleaned for months. The elevator is worse. It is so small, it looks like a
ix 4 coffin and can only hold, at best, 10 people. Few clubs in the building have air condi-
tioners so during the spring and summer, most students swelter on hot days.
Repairs can be effected. If the college has the money to rehabilitate a former court house
to suit the needs of administrators, it should be able to obtain the cash to fix the other
buildings to benefit the students. Although the Student Center is supposed to be funded
through student fees, the college ought to provide matching or supplementary funds to help
improve the Center.
One last matter. Most of the departments moved to 18th Street are liberal arts disciplines,
except for the School of Education. While being in new facilities is advantageous to faculty
and students, there is a danger of isolation from the rest of the college. We hope the ad-
ministration plans to acquire another building closer to 18th Street. If not, then students ma-
joring in psychology and political science, for example, will not have the opportunity to in-
teract with students in the School of Business, and might feel alienated. That would be a loss
for all.
Refrendum Process: Improper.
Printing by Jae Kim Prinlina Co., Inc. 40 West 22nd S'I'ff'
So Near, Yet So Far
The recent referendum held on the revised Governance Charter raises several questions
about how the college's administration and faculty view the student body.
The revised version of the charter was not passed last spring and the way this fall's vote
was administered leaves a lot to be desired.
One of the major problems was that students could have voted as many times as they
desired, considering that voting was conducted in and out of classes. The Faculty Senate
secretary, Professor Norman Storer's statement that the election had to be conducted on
trust is hardly reassuring, considering the importance both supporters and opponents placed
on the referendum.
Another alarming fact is that President Joel Segall approved the extension of the vote.
Originally scheduled for October 23 and 24, the voting was extended to October 25, 26, 29
and 30. This action raises doubts about the faculty's and administration's intentions. Should
the same people who handled the voting have a bias towards the fate of the charter? Could
the President have extended the vote until he thought the referendum was passed?
The manner in which the student body reacted to the referendum left much to be desired.
How many students have actually read the charter? It is disappointing, but not surprising
then, that only 22.3 percent of Baruch students voted. This does not place Baruch in a
positive light.
In future referendums, the faculty and administration must be more sensible, and students
must take it upon themselves to research the issues that are up for a vote. A little bit of
education never hurt anyone.
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is good," said Cortez. The Latin
Band Club is slated to receive $865
for the 1984-85 year, a $260 in-
crease over last year's $605.
At the budget hearing itself, ac-
cording to Cortez, he was asked to
justify his spending with documen-
tation and to prioritize the events
that his club wanted to sponsor.
"They questioned why we needed
the money," said Cortez, "and
what the most important events
were. "
Trumbach said the teachers must
find a way to "stand on thier heads
and wiggle their toes" in order to
hold their students' attention. He
says that the length of a class has
little to do with a student's mind
wandering.
Trumbach added that "a two-
day schedule is the best proposal"
because it allows faculty to do the
most amount of research. He said
that teachers who want the three
day schedule "have less of a com-
mitment to scholarship."
Martin Stevens, professor of
English and dean of the School of
Liberal . Arts and Sciences, said
he "supports that the teachers or
department chairmen must decide
what is better" for the students. He
saj&-tlIat-wAaf--muSl·-be lakeD mlo
consideration when determinift!
which schedule would be better is
the "educational purpose.and that
alone should determine what the
best educational unit (length of
class) is."
However, not all clubs were hap-.
py with the budget process. Stanley
. Barbot, the vice-president of the
Haitian Cultural Society, said he
was "not really" satisfied with the
process. Barbot said the procedure
went on too long. "By the time we
get the money," said Barbot , "it is
too late to get certain things 0
organized. "
that
of the _c ·"e-C3Uk n. -S
superfluous. They took out
everything in there that was
superfluous. That was one of the
guidingprinciples, The document is
difficult to read."
Some of the other issues discuss-
ed at the conference were the future
of tutoring fOF non-SEEK students,
how well the Placement Office is
doing in finding jobs for non-
accounting majors, the college's
plan to purchase another building
to increase campus space, and the
viability of free tuition.
dividual projects more difficult
because it leaves the teacher ex-
hausted. She explained that with a
three-day teaching week in effect,
teachers would have "more time
for research."
ample opportunity to sign up. "The
clubs were notified four times,"
said Gibson. "Twice by me, once
by the treasurer, and once by the
Accounting Unit.
The Accounting Forum was
allocated $1,998, the largest
amount of any of the clubs. "The
Accounting Forum," said Lubin,
"puts out a well-known, scholarly
publication to· people in the in-
dustry. " Rounding off the top five
were the Accounting Society, with
$1,984; the Advertising Society,
$1,976; the National Association of
Black Accountants, $1,930; and the
Caribbean Students Association,
$1,925. The Southeast Asian
Students Association received $465,
the least allocation of any club.
Wilbert Cortez, the president of
the Latin Band Club, expressed
satisfaction with the club budget
procedure. "I think the procedure
Randolph Trumbach, associate
professor of history, disagrees with
Jacob and Berrol. He explained
that the teachers who are com-
plaining about the two-day
schedule "are not really dealing
with the length of the classes," but
rather with the "number of
classes." Trumbach said that
"CUNY faculty have to teach too
marry ctasses" and the •·number of
classes need to be cut down. "
Trumbach explained that the
I)fobjem .facing- -teaGhers is- -trying,
to focus themselves in-their classes.
"Focusing is difficult when you
have so many classes." Trumbach
added that if a student's attention
span starts to wander, then the
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the spring, and he wo
start to work in September.",
Another topic of discussion was
the -status of the Governance
Charter. Evening Session Student
Assembly (ESSA) President Julius
Walls, was critical of the decision
to have another vote on the same
amended Charter, considering it
was defeated last spring. "I sat in
the meeting the last time ~th you
and I was told you wouldn't bring it
up with the Board of Trustees and
that was it. Then I came back to
school and get a note saying it's
coming up for a vote (by students)
in two weeks." Segall said that he
"didn't lie, and didn't bring it up
~WHOPPEtr
EXPRESS@
40 East 23rd St.
: a let-
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Donnell Gibson
no allocation, although $6,226 has
been set aside for these clubs: Ac-
cording to Gibson, all the clubs had
Three-Day Week
wavers in such long classes. Susan
Locke, associate professor of
psychology, agrees. She said that a
three-day teaching week is better
because there is an increased fre-
quency of contact between students
and faculty. Locke said that all stu-
dents "would benefit from
50-minute classes" because their at-
tention spans would be better than
in longer classes.
Another problem pointed out
regarding the two-day teaching
week is that it interrupts the
teachers' research time.: l'eachers
must devote time to research in
their individual fields. Every
teacher is expected to contribute to
the field in which they teach. Jacob
explained that teaching on a two-
day basis makes research and in-
how much money the club did not
use from last year's allocation.
Two, the leadership qualities of the
officers of the club are considered.
Three, the total membership of the
club is taken into consideration.
Four, how active the club has been
in preceding years as far as school
activities are concerned. Five, if the
clubs are geared toward the Baruch
community _at large. "Tnterviews
were also very helpful in our deter-
mination," said Donnell Gibson,
chairperson of the Finance Com-
mittee.
"We held hearings with every
club, and they had to justify
everything," said Lubin. "We felt
we were very objective."
Sixty-two clubs signed up for the
budget hearings, which were held in
October, ten less than last year.
Twenty-seven clubs did not sign up
for the hearings and thus received
tion as being largely neglected by
students. "It's too bad that people
only want to be on stage. There's a
lot of other work to be done. Don't
they have... an advertising club?
Some of those students should get
involved in this (the shows) and get
the experience," Pruitt said.
Proceeds from ticket sales are
returned to the Baruch College
Fund, said Tietsort. "We made a
deal with them (the alumni con-
tributors) that we would give them
the ticket money and they would
provide the theatre funding," he
said. Tickets, which usually sell for
about $2.50 each, bring in several
hundred dollars. for each .show,
club members said.
Plays done in the past include
. ·~J)in,---- "One Flew Ov-er-me
Cuckoo's Nest ,"" "Guys and
Dolls," and "A Funny Thing Hap-
pened on the Way to the Forum."
"We may not be able to do
anything at all next semester,"
Tietsort said.
"LONG MAY SHE ~o
o WHOOPI"-Douglos Watt, Daily News l
"A DETONAnON OF
COMIC VlRTUOSITYI" J
-Fronk Rich, N.Y. Times i
-
"HER TIME HAS ARRIVEDI"
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Club Budgets For 1984-85 Approved By DSSG Student Council
The proposed student clubs and
organizations budget for - the
1984-85 year was passed unani-
mously by the Baruch College Stu-
dent Council at the Oct. 25
meeting.
The budzet must now be pre-
sented to the Baruch College Board
of Directors for final approval. The
total budget allocation for the clubs
and organizations was $70,443, a
$5,006 increase over last year's'
$65,437, according to the Day Ses-
sion Student Government (DSSG).
The Finance Committee, which is
responsible for constructing the
budget, used five criteria in
deciding on the allocations, accord-
ing to David Lubin, a member of
the Student Council and the
Finance Committee.
One, the committee examines
By Eri(' J. Fox
Continued from Pg. J
of 'tekkies' (backstage techni-
cians) to oversee staged produc-
tion. "
Plays produced by Theatron and
Stagewise are put on in conjunction
with the departments of music and
speech. Shows are open to all
students by audition, or, for
technical personnel, by informal in-
terview. Participating students have
the opportunity to. train in
theatrical production techniques
under professors, professional
voice coaches, choreographers and
set designers. Publicity is also often
handled by students.
Regina1O-1'ruin~ .-a 'recent
graduate of Baruch's marketing
program, is ion charge of audience
development for "Scapino."
Pruitt, formerly an on-stage per-
former in college productions, sees
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Scholarships are worth $1.000
per year and can be renewed while
the student is an undergraduate at
CUNY. To be eligible, the student
must have completed a minimum of
16 credits at a CUNY college and
have an index of 3.75 or higher.
In 1983, Mary Lou Reichel, a
Baruch student majoring in
political science, won a scholarship.
Applications are available
through the dean of students' of-
fice, room 1702, 360 Park Ave.
So., and must be postmarked no
later than Dec. 10, 1984.
--Ivan Cintroa
Originally, voting rights were ex-
tended to technicians· Hi the earlier
stages of the charter revision.
However, when the matter was
.br.QU&hL .ro; f.akUl!Y-..and_ -.S.tu4enJ
referendal! student particiPation did
not reach the minimum require-
ment of 30 percent, and Segall
decided not to pursue a waiver.
Subsequently, provisions to extend
the voting rights to technicians were
deleted from the final revised ver-
sion of the charter, which has
recently been brought to referen-
dum voting in the spring and last
month.
"If the Governance Charter is
approved, college laboratory
technicians cannot vote for
chairmen, cannot vote for executive
committees, but they are allowed to
vote for everything else, which is
nothing, because there is little else
(to vote for in the departrnents.)"
Kohn said.
with the Board of Trustees." He
added that if the Charter had either
passed on the simple majority
criteria, or the 30070 of the student
enrollment voting criteria, he might
have brought it up with the Board
of Trustees.
One of Walls' major arguments
was that the requirement to have
student evaluations would be re-
moved from the charter. Walls
commented that the Board of
Trustees by-laws mandated student
evaluations but that if they took it
out of the by-laws, evaluations
wouldn't be required. Segall said
that this requirement was taken out
of the charter "because it's
superfluous. They took out
everything in there that was
superfluous. That was one of the
guiding principles. The document is
difficult to read."
Some of the other issues discuss-
ed at the conference were the future
of tutoring for non-SEEK students,
how well the Placement Office is
doing in finding jobs for non-
accounting majors, the college's
plan to purchase another building
to increase campus space, and the
viability of free tuition.
charter is "silent on who's goi~g to
do the hard work," adding that
whichever group proposes a
referendum, one assumes that they
will take the responsibility for the
vote.
. Another point of opposition
against the charter was expressed
by Stephen Kohn, Sr., a college
laboratory. technician in the
natural 'seiences department, and a
former representative to the Facnl-
ty Senate, Kohn's main objection
to the charter involves Article
Twelve, which extends the right to
vote in elections for department
chairpersons and members of
various other committees to I~­
turers with Certi ficates of Con-
tinuous Employment, as well as
faculty members authorized by the
Board of Trustees.
want them to do and listening to
you."
Pang also queried why the dean
of students, Henry Wilson, Jr., did
not start looking for a temporary
replacement for former \ coor-
dinator Joe Duggan, when he knew
that he was leaving in June. Segall
said that the dean "is organizing a
search committee now, and the
search should be starting now, and
if things go very well you may settle
on a new Helpline coordinator by
the spring, and he would probably
start to work in September.".
Another topic of discussion was
the status of the Governance
Charter. Evening Session Student
Assembly (ESSA) President Julius
Walls, was critical of the decision
to have another vote on the same
amended Charter, considering it
was defeated last spring. "I sat in
the meeting the last time with you
and I was told you wouldn't bring it
up with the Board of Trustees and
that was it. Then I came back to
school and get a note saying it's
coming up for a vote (by students)
in two weeks." Segall said that he
"didn't lie, and didn't bring it up
Belle Zeller
Scholarship
The Belle Zeller Scholarship
Fund is receiving applications from
students for the Belle Zeller
at E. 19th Street. Baruch was to
occupy the building along with the
State University of New York's
College of Optometry.
Baruch and the College, of Op-
tometry were given $20 million by
the New York State Dormitory
Authority, but the building was
sold by the owner, LaSalle In-
dustries, to the Catalano Korn-
blum Development Corp.
on departmental, school and col-
lege committees under the present
Governance Charter. Under the
Governance Charter which is pro-
posed to be passed, "we don't have
regular voting membership; we
have participation rights, which
could mean voice, but not vote."
Walls also mentioned objection
to the possible deletion of Depart-
mental Student Advisory Commit-
tees, as found in Article Nine. "I've
heard that this is because students
have never sat on these committees,
but my opinion is that because
someone doesn't use their right
doesn't mean you take it away from
them," said Walls.
Walls raised doubts on the ad-
ministration of the referendum. He
said he heard 'of I incidents where
teachers told students to vote yes
for the Charter when distributing
referendum materials. \Valls said,
"In my opinion that doesn't con-
stitute a fair election. As the thing
is b~ing a-,l~m~~er~d-, _~" teacher;
who has-a position of authority in-
side his classroom, instructs
students to vote yes."
Storer said that he had no direct
knowledge of such incidents and no
way of controlling his colleagues,
but added that such instructors
engaged in the "exercise of their
own political right," which carried
no more weight than the flyers
posted by the ESSA.
Walls contended that the
faculty's proposition and ad-
ministration of the referendum may
have constituted a conflict of. in-
terest. "I'm not questioning the in-
tegrity of the faculty," he said.
"I'm' not accusing anyone of
anything; I just feel that it looks





Approximately $65.2 million has
been requested by Baruch for plan-
ning and development costs for a
new facility, according to the
Chancellor's 1985-86 Budget Re-"
quest for CUNY.
Both, President Joel Segall and
Marilyn Mikulsky, director of cam-
pus planning and facilities, have
declined to say where this new
building may be, citing last spring's
loss of a building at 226 Park Ave.,
Gov.- Charter
Leadership
Continued from Pg. 1
once a year evaluations were suffi-
cient. "You know students do
(have input), the question is wheth-
er it is important that you have in-
put in each semester. You have the
option of writing (letters)." Weiss
countered "that very few people
take this option . . . and that if the
paper were there they would feel
good about it, but not many people
would pick up a pen and write a let-
ter to the President."
In regards to Helpline, DSSG
council members Siu Pang and
Board of Directors member Luis
Gasco inquired as to what type and
mmmmim::mWUr:IIIl amount of input students' should
5i:!j[:::::i:it::8::r:I:!i:::UI have into picking a coordinator.
1
1 1:11'1111Gasco emphasized that Helpline"was basically placated" in the
process of picking a temporary
coordinator. He said that the at-
titude Helpline members perceived
was "It's okay, it's being taken
care of, don't worry about it."
Segall emphasized, however, that
......; ; .;.; .• "you would want to distinguish be-
tween someone not doing what you
Continued from Pg. I
many students vote for student
government? They're luckythey get
10 percent to come to booths and
vote. And so, the practicalities are
that one has to go to the students
and the only (way) to do that is in
classes," he said.
One organization that has been
vocal in its opposition to the Gover-
nance Charter bas been the Evening
Session Student Assembly (ESSA).
The ESSA's organized opposition
dates back to Oct. 10, when the
ESSA voted to campaign for op-
position to the Charter and formed
an ad-hoc committee to publish
flyers and information. At a later
meeting the ESSA met to clarify its
earlier statement to emphasize its
opposition to the Charter, accord-
ing to Julius Walls. president of the
ESSA.
To a published comment by
Storer that Walls had "legitimate
concerns" but' was a CCJobnny-
come-lately" in the process of rati-
fying the Charter, Walls replied,
"The Charter was defeated last
semester and we were not given any
other information as to the fact
that they were going to put this
:harter up again. If they had done
so, we would have been available
for comment before the actual elec-
tion. But we found out two weeks
before the election and then we
took the action that we thought was
appropriate. "
Much of the ESSA's opposition
Il~i!·I:·:;·:il·i·;i·;j!:;::·).ijfj::j;·i·1 dent membership and voting power
in various committees, as found in
Articles Nine and Ten of the
::'::::::::::07:::"7:~:p:::::;::::?r:'",'="'!G\,:::=::?::-::.-:=t)t]Charter. Walls said, UWe have a
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Hine's career began at a ,time when most
photographers approached their craft like painters,
concerrunq themselves with proper materials, techni-
ques, and structured compositions. However, his in-
terest in social isssues led.Hine to create what he call-
ed "work portraits" or social documents, most of
which include photographs of European immigrants
and the poor. In the final years of World War I, Hine
photographed wartime Belgium, France and Italy in
1918. In the following year he accompanied the Red
Cross team as they provided war relief in Italy, Greece
and Serbia. After the war, and in his later years, Hine
focused his attention on rural America and heroic
laborers.
Since 1944, Hine's work has remained in the Red
Cross repository of 62,000-100,000 prints and
negatives which were' given to the U.S. Library of Con-
gress. For almost forty years Hine's prints were
unidentifiable due to an "uncracked coding" system.
Fortunately, the "detective work" of _ exhibit curator
and photographer Dale Kaplan uncovered some 500 to
600 prints.
"I cracked the code the first day," said Kaplan, who
explained that the photographs were not arranged or
earmarked in any specific manner. Since Hine's inten-
tion was, for the photographs to be published in books
and magazines rather than to be displayed or col-
lected, most of the exhibit will emphasize "designed
photo essays, art pieces and reproduced images,"
said Kaplan, "from 1918, 1919, and 1920." Due to
Hine's concern about how his works would be
presented to the reading public, the photographs were
not only titled, but were also given brief descriptive
captions. Many of the photographs will be displayed
in the exhibit as Hine 'intended them to be presented
in publications.
Family of orphans outside A.R.C. Building
"Hine's subjects were children
at 'work, people in subcellar dwell-
ings and sq uatters," reflects
Kaplan. "The exhibit basically
shows what happens to people
after war. The work is very timely in
light of the world situation. Photos
made 60 years ago look like today.'
Gallery Director Katherine Crum,
who helped to write the exhibit pro-
posal 3 years ago, said the exhibit
will be of particular interest to the
Baruch community since "students
are accustomed to photojour-
nalism from newspaper photos and
newsmagazines," and also
because of the social and political
emphasis of the collection. "Photo-
journalism had a lot to do with end-
ing the Vietnam War," Crum ex-
plained, drawing a comparison
with recent United States ac-
tivities. "Reagan didn't allow any
journalists or photographers in
Grenada."
"I think that seeing Hine's work
is always enlightening," said
Kaplan. "His photographs give you
new material to evaluate. They are
testaments to human nature and









f a picture can paint a thousand words, then the life work of
photojournalist Lewis Wickes Hine could qualify him as one of
America's finest artists. He is credited with the development
of many techniques used in modern photojournalism,
specifically the combination of photographic ~mages and in-
formative text.
The Baruch College Gallery, located at 135 East 22nd Street,
will pay tribute to Lewis Wickes Hine.ln an exhibition of 50 vin-
tage prints taken from an American Red Cross Collection
housed in the Library of Congress. Lewis Hine documents the
organization's relief program conducted during and after
World War I. The exhibit, which runs from Nov. 27 until Dec. 21~ ,
is the first major public viewing of Hine's European
photographs.
Born on September 26, 1874 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Lewis
Hine attended the University of Chicago and New York
University's School of Education. Having developed an in-
terest in drawing and sculpture during his adolescence, Hine
recalled first using a camera in 1905, though some of his
photographs date as early as 1904. It is believed that his in-
terest in photography began around 1903, and by 1905 he was
quite proficient and used the camera as an educational tool.
ea'n•I
Old woman refugee outside home for poor children.
191 8. Serbia.
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The Business of Producing a Business Magazine David Dinkins: Fighting The Systern FromWithin
•
.....
"There are people who would be
perfectly delighted to cut up the pie
without us," he said, as many
students nodded in agreement.
"They couldn't care less if we don't
want to participate-that means
there's more for them." He
reflected on his early years in
politics when he was told by "some
of my white friends" that blacks
shouldn't be "so pushy." "They
said, 'it was a good year last year.
They only hanged ten.' I'm talking
about lynching. We (black politi-
cians) told them, we're gonna be
pushy. "
Dinkins, a graduate of Howard
University and Brooklyn Law
School, and a Board member of In-
ner City Broadcasting, the Urban
Development Corporation, the
Vera Institute of Justice, and a
member of 100 Black Men, summ-
ed up his lecture by encouraging
students to do their part in the
shaping of black America's future.
"Racism is still rampant, no ques-
tion about it," he began. "We've
got a long way to go, a lot of battles
to fight . . . and it is unfortunate
that some of the people who are
black, who are leaders, are con-
cerned first and foremost with
themselves. But all these things are
not reasons for you to lie down,
they are reasons for you to redou-
ble your effort."
Placing his hands inside his poc-
kets once more, his speech slowed
as he made his final point. "When
you get an opportunity to mea-
sure yourself against other peo-
ple in society, you find out they
ain't .so smart," he said .without
hesitance, as Dr. Howard flOOded
in agreement and looked over the
faces in her class. "They've got cer-
tain advantages, certain edges built
in because of discrimination and
years of oppression . . . but if you
train yourself to reason, if you can
think, you can do anything. "
Standing as proof of his own creed,
David Dinkins called the students
leaders. "Believe me, if you learn
to reason, you're tremendous. No
one can stop the power of the
mind. "
of the famine in Africa, period,"
said Dinkins. "If you're serious
about foreign policy you've got to
mean Africa and Asia as well."
Dinkins reminded students that Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was also
criticized by "respectable civil
rights organizations" during the
late 1%O's for his denouncement of
the Vietnam War. "But today we
have grown up and we have
matured. We recognize that human
rights around the world is a concern
to each of us. "
In anticipation of Election Day,
Dinkins, who served as president of
the New York City Board of Elec-
tions in 1971, expressed concern
regarding black voter turnout, and
commented on what many perceive
as black voter apathy. Noting that
many blacks, after the Democratic
Convention, felt "depressed, de-
jected, and frustrated," Dinkins
dismissed those in the black com-
munity "who say, 'well, if we have
to have four more years of Ronald
Reagan, so be it. We had 400 years
of slavery'." Flushed with anger,
Dinkins implored, "that is an im-
proper attitude. That is an irra-
tional attitude, that is an illogical
attitude. " He called the possibility
of a second term of Reagan "four
more years of oppression," and
said, "it will affect your children's
and grandchildren's time!"
"The man does not like us," said
Dinkins rather seriously. "He talks
about the trickle-down theory. He
says, "pull yourself up by your boot
straps' whether or not you've got
boots. He's bad for us." Black sup-
port of the__Mondale/Ferraro
ticket, in Dinkins' view, was
•'tremendously important. " Moved
with emotion, Dinkins' manner
became more relaxed as he fre-
quently used his hands in expres-
sion. "You must vote all the time.
People died for this right. I kid
you not." Apathy on the part of
blacks "makes no sense . . . we
have the ability to affect our own
destiny to some degree, and we
ought to do it."
In regard to black political em-









and said, 'Well, what did we get?'
We are the most loyal group of
folks, bar none, the Democratic
party has, and yet the representa-
tion we have in the party is nowhere
near equal to the participation that
.we have given the pasty."
With hand in pocket, Dinkins
said Jackson's campaign "was a
tremendous' success." "You win'
when you compel the country, the
reporters, the other candidates, to
discuss issues from a black perspec-
tive. Issues that they would not
otherwise discuss, were there not
the candidacy of a Jesse Jackson."
In regard to the issues, Dinkins said
that it was Jackson who "forced
them" (the Democratic aspirants
for the party nomination) to discuss
South Africa's apartheid and other
Third World concerns. "South
Africa is important, to say nothing
cells are dead, there's no way to every year. "For them," com- began to study that as a minor.
bring them back," said Field. He mented Field, "this fulfills a very "He was right again," added Field
advised that a person over 35 years real and solid need." as laughter filled the room. That in-
of age should have a yearly checkup Another fact that is unknown to f1uential person is, of course, Dr.
while the younger people should most people is that Field is an assis- Frank Field, who has switched
have one every couple of years. tant professor at the College of Op- from WNBC to WCBS recently.
I· . tornetry. He was working in Boston The guest of honor did not wantThe c iDICS started nine years ago
when Field first started working at at a private practice in a hospital to hear the list of awards that he
for the Public Health Service and has acquired over the years, readEyewitness News. He started a
received an offer from the State over the air. "Oh, let's not. Wehigh blood pressure clinic, a hear-
. University to come down and teach don't do it for the awards. I don'ting clinic and then a clinic for
cI i n ica I w 0 r k to stu den t s . believe in entering anything that Ipets. He thought the clinics were
Somebody asked him to be a con- do, for awards. I probably couldimportant because it was something
that people could take advantage sultant on some medical stories and have won more if I had put in for
later asked him to do the stories. more awards. It's a silly situation.of. "It was a nice. opportunity
He took a leave of absence to do When you do a story, if you thinkbecause people would spend time to
the stories and he never went back it's a good story, you could enter ittalk to you and find out about ---
things they've wanted to know to.Boston. ~ into various organizations and win
without having to worry about The big-question of the hour was numerous awards. I think that's
.money. And the doctors don't have how did Field get into doing the baloney. If you do somethingg~
to worry about money. So it really weather. A graduate of McGill and it helps people, if they see it
becomes what it's supposed to be, University, he studied meteorology and one of these people want to
which is giving care to people who because "an influential person in give you an award, fine, if not then
really need it. It's a wonderful op- my family recommended highly why bother."
portunity because it doesn't cost that I study weather. I suggested to The staff of WBMB could not
anything," Field exclaimed. About him that I didn't really want to do resist the opportunity of having
50010 of the people who visit the that. There wasn't any need for me Field do the weather, so they
clinic are senior citizens who live on to do it and I wasn't going to use it. wound up the interview with Field
fixed income and who don't have But he said to do it. So I figured all saying, "The weather forecast for
the fflQl}ey to go and 8~r~ checkup, __right -, Wl!Y.. g~. ~t~ .~I}sry,'; ,.~. he.. ..t~y~ ~' , . , • ~ , .
Da~id Dinkins: "We've got a long way to go, a lot of battles to fight."
I had a different point of view. It
was not the 'political' thing to do."
He was quick to point out that Ken-
nedy "won New York City and he
carried the black community" in
the March primary of 1980. "I"was
right and my colleagues were wrong
in that instance," he said as a mat-
ter of fact, Hin terms of what the
people wanted and how they felt."
. The decision to support Jackson
was equally unpopular. "They said
'he can't win' .. , 'aren't you
wasting your vote? " " said Dinkins
humorously. "But he can win," he
said with a sudden change of voice.
"Winning is a question of defini-
tion, and we were not going to per-
mit the media to define for us what
winning is. " Dinkins explained,
that "in 1976, 94010 of blacks who
voted, voted the Democratic line.
In 1980, 89 to 90010 voted
Democratic. We looked around
appears on television.
Field explained to Sal Trepiedi,
program director of the station,
who had arranged and conducted
the interview with a bit of help
from Charles Vavaro, ex-program
director, that the main concern for
people over 35 is a disease known as
glaucoma, which is high pressure
inside the eyes. The eye is like a
basketball filled with fluid instead
of air. The fluid produced inside
the eye is circulating and then
drained out of the eye. If too much
fluid is being produced or not
enough gets out of the eye, or if the
circulation is blocked, then the in-
creased amount of fluid gathers in
the eye. "Tr's not the pressure that's
dangerous. It's what the pressure
can do. The retina, the back of the
eye is very, very sensitive. And
when the pressure is increased in-
side the eye, it closes down .the
blood vessels that feed' that thin
film; as a result, these cells die."
There are no symptoms for
glaucoma. The only way to find out
if you have the disease is if you
have a test. "You wouldn't know it
until it was too late. Once those
Storm Field, resident weather-
man for Eyewitness News proved
that he is not just another pretty
face when he recently dropped by
WBMB, Baruch's radio station, for
a chat.
Humorous and witty is how peo-
ple view Field. The side most peo-
ple don't know of is his concern for
other people's health, which is why
he was at the SUNY College of Op-
tometry on 24th Street, during the
week of Oct. 22-26. The fourth an-
nual vision clinic 'was being held
while Channel 7 had presented a
series of reports on the 5 o'clock
news. The reason for the series:
"Basically, what we're trying to do
is give people information as to
how to take care of the health of
their eyes, from visual examina-
tions, contact lenses to cataract
care,' ' said Fieldv Theidea is to give
some information to the public so
they can take better care of
themselves," said the weatherman
who had on a white shirt with an
eye chart imprinted on it. Look-
ing every bit as beaJ.thy -as .he.
By Joan Chin
Weatherman Storm Field Drops In at WBMB Radio
By Lisa R. Rhodes
On Oct. 25th, twelve days be-
fore the November Presidential
elections, New York City Clerk
David Dinkins shared his thoughts,
regarding the historic presidential
candidacy of Rev. Jesse Jackson
and the importance of black
political empowerment and par-
ticipation with an attentive au-
dience of students enrolled in
Baruch's Social Change in the
Black Community class, instructed
by Dr. Juanita Howard, Associate
Professor of Sociology.
Dinkins, a slender man with salt
and pepper grey hair, smooth
caramel colored skin, and a firm,
\ friendly handshake, stood before
the class, in a neatly pressed grey
suit, a complimentary white shirt
with a light grey spotted
background, a matching grey tie
and spit-shined shoes. An active
participant in local and national
politics for the past 25 years,
Dinkins described himself as a
"grassroots politician" as he ex-
plained his involvement in Rev.
Jesse Jackson's bid for the
presidency of the United States.
"Some people you sort of expect
to be with Jesse because they're on
the outside trying to get in," said
Dinkins in a clear unaffected voice.
"But those of us who are, in a
sense, 'part of the system' but seek-
ing to change the system from
within, they didn't expect many of
us to be for Jesse."
Dinkins served as the Manhat-
tan coordinator of New Yorkers for
Jesse Jackson and was a Jackson_. .
delegate at the Democratic Na-
tional Convention in July. "In
1976, I supported Jimmy Carter as
most of us did," said Dinkins. In
1980 he decided Ted Kennedy was
worthy of his support since "I felt
Jimmy Carter had not done for the
black community what he could
have done. He had not done
enough." The decision to support
Kennedy however, "was not well
received by some of my black col-
leagues, " Dinkins admitted. "I






The potential for profits in such
a publication are obvious even to
other publishers, Dunn summariz-
ed, taking in the stack of magazines
next to his podium, with a sweep of
his arm. Today's business jour-
nalist need not be a public relations
man. "A business journalist has the
same function as a war correspon-
dent; business is like a major
battle. "
ad vertisi ng department, an
estimated four million readers is
still good. Also, each executive
who sits down with BusinessWeek
spends an average of one hour and
20 minutes reading it. Based on
these statistics the advertising rates
can be higher. BusinessWeek boasts
an annual advertising revenue of
over SSG million.
According to Professor Roslyn
Bernstein, who introduced Dunn,
other speakers planned for this year
are: William Zimmerman, Editor-
in-Chief of American Banker; and
Myron Kandel, from Cable News
Network's Money Line.
The Business Journalism Lecture
Series is funded by Philip Morris
Inc., a company which also pro-
vides matching funds for Dollars









To maintain this 'quality' mail-
ing list, BusinessWeek has been
known to tum down subscribers.
"If a dentist in Cleveland sent in
$18 for a subscription, we sent it
back. He was not our kind of
subscriber," said Dunn. He also
pointed out that although 800,000
copies are printed weekly, reader-
ship is estimated at 5.2 million,
through interoffice routing. Dunn
added, with a laugh, that after tak-
ing into account an overzealous
, 10 ( +
dynamic upheaval were the in-
creases in technology. "The phrase,
'this week' was never used in con-
nection with business journalism,"
recalled Dunn. Now, with the in-
troduction of computers into the
press room, a story can be written
Wednesday, sent to press Wednes-
day night, mailed Thursday and
read Friday. The resulting publica-
tion solicited a 'quality' readership,
as far as poterrtial advertisers could
see.
·Before becoming Personal Busi-
ness Editor in 1980, Dunn spent
13 years as BusinessWeek's Adver-
tising and Media Editor. Originally,
Dunn said, BusinessWeek was full
of articles "telling businessmen
how great they were, how great
capitalism was, and how unfair the
government was. " Many com-
panies had large amounts of money
to spend on promotion, and
BusinessWeek was a natural outlet.
There was, Dunn explained, "no
concern for business journalism. H
Three things led to big changes at
BusinessWeek; cutbacks in promo-
tional advertising, advances in
technology, and Lou Young, a new
Editor-in-Chief. Young immediate-
ly began to change the magazine's
content; every story had to have a
new angle. Not just a P.R. piece, or
a rewrite of something from The
Wall Street Journal: Although this
made for more interesting reading,
it made Dunn's job much harder,
he recalled with a smile. "If Lou
Young didn't speak to you, you
knew you were doing a good job."
The magazine became much less
"puffy." It took anew approach in
pointing out mistakes in advertis-
ing, money management and in-
dustry. BusinessWeek began to at-
tract a different kind of audience.
Almost as important as Young's
By Joe Spasiano
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He picked up another magazine;
Fortune. Letting it drop he explain-
ed that originally, it was a "coffee
table" magazine. Large format,
with plenty of glossy photos and lit-
tle real content. Donald H. Dunn,
Personal Business Editor of
BusinessWeek, picked up and
dropped magazine after magazine;
all new, all business-related.
Inc., Venture, Manhattan Inc.,
Forbes; using these as illustrations,
Dunn spoke to an interested group
of faculty and students about,
"Business Journalism: The Com-
petition Heats Up." His presenta-
tion, on Nov. 1, was the first Philip
Morris Business Journalism Lec-
ture.
"Every American has two busi-
nesses; their own business and show
business," reminisced Dunn,
reflecting on his experience as
a lyricist and musical writer. To-
day, he explained, everyone has
"their own business and 'busi-
ness'." There is a growing mar-
ket to supply this new segment of
society with information, hence the
growth of business journalism.
This "business media explosion"
was, according to Dunn, the direct














majors. Guitar player Brian McLane at-
tends Baruch and as a result Mondo Boffo
performed in the Oak Lounge one Tuesday
afternoon in October.
Just energetic pop music entertained the
college crowd. Kevin impressed them with
his funky bass performance while Jon bang-
ed on his keyboards enthusiastically ...
but you have to see Mondo Boffo to see
white boys rapping. Brian and Josh were
greeted with cheers when they started rap-
ping in a couple of different songs in the
set. It wasn't exactly the Sugar Hill Gang,
but a very funky, punky beat that made you
feel like dancing. Josh calls their music
"urban pop" which is funk and pop with a
little bit of soul.
By Thanksgiving Mondo Boffo will
release their first independent single. The
two songs featured are "I Wanna Be a
Marine," which is a rap song, and a pop
song called "Ten Me a Secret." According
to Josh, these two songs represent the two
phases of the band by exhibiting their best
samples of rap and pop. The majority of
MontifJ Bof.{o'SOflgs are written by' Jon-and
Brian, although the entire band contributes
to the musical arrangements and additions
to the final songs.
Be sure to keep an eye open for Mondo
Boffo playing at your favorite club in
Manhattan.
Anyone interested in further details
about Mondo Boffo concerts can contact
The Ticker office, room 307 of the Student
Center.'- -Laurie Nocerito
-Carolyn Abernathy
some charm, as do The Vels, as do The
Eurythmics, as do Animation. I begrudge
them nothing, yet I am not impressed.
C'rnon, rock and rollers: Start making
sense.
Be it ever so nleaalllllas •.• 8&0 state ... offensive
Mondo Boffo: Because BanK. MeaDS..51-SS
An everyday student here at Baruch sit-
ting next to you in class could be an up-and-
coming musician in the New York club
scene. Case in point: Brian McLane, 21,
Baruchian. As a member of Mondo Boffo,
Brian enjoys some evenings as a minor
celebrity in places like the Ritz.
Mondo Boffo has been a working band
for two years and performs regularly at
CBGB's. They have also played at Trax, the
Underground, the Cat Club, Kenny's
Castaways and the Other End. On October
22 the band was featured at a "Higher
Education" night at the Ritz on II th St.
Better known as College Night, the evening
included free admission with a college ID
and half price drinks. Not a bad deal in
order to see a friend from school on stage
with his band.
The show was exciting for the band. It
was Mondo Boffo's first time at the
reputable Ritz, not to mention they were
headlining the night with a respectable
crowd present to see them on a rainy Mon-
day night. The boys played to please. Their
~et was t!Btg and professional witb no inter-
ruptions.. between songs, no feedback and
technical problems and no boring chit-chat
with the audience.
Mondo Boffo is a well educated band:
Kevin Callaghan, 26, plays bass and is a
graduate of Manhattan School of Music.
Josh Trachtman, 21, is the articulate
energetic drummer who appears to be a suc-
cessful spokesperson for the band as well.
Josh attends NYU, as does Jon Vercesi, 21,
the keyboard player. They are both music
Animation (Mercury/Polygram,
422-822580-1) and Baxter Robertson's
Vanishing Point Two (RCA, 7863-58039-1)
just don't strike me as winning debuts. The
Comateens's Deal with /1 (Virgin-
Mercury/Polygram, 422-822422-1) has
The Ticker
or so years. I can't say they've changed any
-they're out of touch. (RCA, AFLI-53(9)
The Vets's Velocity (Mercury/Polygram
Records, 422-822401-1), recorded by the
young trio, breaks no new ground. Kiss's
A n imal ize (Mercury /Polygram,
422-822495-1 M-I) does not match their
earlier electric sound. They, like Culture
Club, and The Eurythmics, have already
peaked and are now in decline. The latter
band's right by Your side (RCA,
PW-13696), including the special mix of the
same name, is simply not worth the money.
The novelty of Lennox and Stewart cannot
in itself substitute for an authentic, worth-
while musical sound, which they've yet to
produce. I'll grant, they make fine videos,
yet my sympathies are with Joe Jackson
here: who needs 'em?
-Eric Kun
and sending nuclear bombs to' Psychlo,
which destroy the planet and turn it into a
star.
The story is far from finished. Other
alien forces like the Tolneps, Hawvins, and
Bolbods attack the Earth to take control. •
To further the problems that face Johnnie
and the 35,000 humans left on Earth, the
Psychlos had left behind a huge debt that
they owed the Galactic Bank. This debt
wac; passed on to the people of Earth. Just
as the Earth was about to be sold to one of
the attacking alien races, the Earth not only
finds a way to pay the debt and make peace
with the attacking forces, but suddenly
becomes a major power that is rich in both
money and weapons.
This is the typical story of good versus
evil. The good is easily recognized in John-
,nie, the hero who performs amazing feats
single-handedly and saves the Earth. The
evil is Terl, the ten-feet tall monster who
kills humans for fun, and who will do
anything to get his way. Up until the point
... when Terl is killed by his own folly, it is a
battle of Johnnie's cleverness against Ter l's
ruthlessness.
Once I began to read this book I found it
hard to put down. This book is filled with
action and suspense from start to finish.
Hubbard includes politics, pathos,
diplomacy, humor, and intergalactic
finance in a master work of science fiction.
The one disappointment to be found in
this story is that Hubbard does not take the
time to fully develop his characters. Hub-
bard is so busy creating predicaments for
his main characters that the reader is often
left out in the cold as to what the character
is like. Bits and fragments of personality
give the reader slight hints as to what the
characters are really like, but basically they
are underdeveloped.
I haven't read a science fiction story that
I have enjoyed more than Battlefield Earth.
This book is a must for everyone, especially
scienc-e fICtion fans.
November 13, 1984
- ~ - ---- - - - ~
Book Review: Sci-Fi Thriller
RaUlefield Earth, by L. Ron Hubbard
(Bridge Publications, Inc.), takes place in
the year 3000. This science fiction master-
piece is about one man's battle to free the
Earth of the evil Empire of the Psychlos.
The Psychlo Empire hac; ruled the earth
for hundreds of years. Because of the gas
drones that the Psychlos used to conquer
the Earth, there are very few humans. The
few humans who are living are referred to as
"animals" by the Psychlos. The Earth is
used as a mining colony by the Psychlos,
who are always on the lookout for gold.
The average Psychlo is ten feet tall with fur
and claws and must breathe breath-gas, not
oxygen.
The story starts off in America. The first
main character to be introd~ced is Terl. He
is the ruthless, evil, and clever Psychlo
security chief for Earth. He has a plan to
mine gold for himself, have it shipped to
the home Planet of Psychlo, and destroy
the Earth. He can't tell his fellow Psychlos
about the gold, for if he did, it would be
taken from him. He formulates a plan to
capture an "animal" or human, and teach
him how to mine.
This brings us to our hero Johnnie Good-
boy Tyler, the other main character. Tall,
muscular, blond-haired and blue-eyed,
Johnnie is captured by Terl and kept in a
cage. Ted gives Johnnie a teaching
machine so that he can learn to speak
Psychlo, and learn all there IS' to know
about Psychlo technology. In the course of
his learning, Johnnie conceives a plan to
free the Earth of the dreaded Psychlos.
Johnnie is finally able to execute his plan
when he and Terl fly to Scotland to pick up
a band .of Scotsmen. The Scots are suppos-
ed to mine Terl's gold. Taking advantage of
the situation, they mine the gold, and John-
nie secretly instructs the Scots on flying
Psychio battle planes and Psychlo
technology. Johnnie and the Scots finally
gain control of Earth by destroying all of
the Psychlo mining colonies on the planet
Music: Rock and Droll Music
Rock and roll, as I see it, has reached a
point of stasis in America; it neither steps
forward from the course laid down by punk
and new wave in the early 70's nor revels in
the derivative 50's and 60's style from
whence it all began. Artists record as if only
to meet contractual demands or, as these
newer new wave performers seem, be-
cause of a yearning to tinker, play around
and "establish" themselves. Two of the
more popular talents we've seen over the
last two years are John "Cougar" Mellen-
camp and Culture Club, but they're not in
good company.
Perennial recording artistes Hall and
Oates's new disk, Big Bam Boom, will no
doubt get a lot of airplay. They're an all-
American band, down to their mediocre
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deed in this film he does tend to lapse into
Iiis SNL comic persona. His loves are poor- .
Iy realized, the continuity and flow of the
story are major trouble spots. And yet, I at
least find this movie charming. As a comic
actor Bill Murray is simply fine. Certainly
he turns this movie into something the
novel never intended, but what he and
Byrum 'substitute is also workable. .
When Darrell returns from' Tibet and
meets Isabella and Gray in Paris, he realizes
that his ex is still in love with him. She and
Gray have slipped into a petty bourgeois ex-
istence, yet a part of her longs for Darrell.
He, meanwhile, meets up with another Il-
linois friend, Sophia (TheresaRussell), who
after losing her son and husband in a car
crash, has slipped into a pitiable state of
alcoholism arid prostitution. Their scenes
together are touching; Ms. Russell seems
the more capable dramatic actor, and she's
quite funny too. Isabella, though,convinces
Sophia that she'd make a poor wife for
Darrell and she returns to the illusory pro-
tection of life on the fringes. Even Darrell
cannot spare her her grim fate.
For all the movie's flaws, it remains ~
touching and there are certainly worse flicks
to see. The Razor's Edge may be. as one
critic put it, uthe most entertaining bad
movie of the year."
Now running at The Ziegfeld JJJ~,I~,
54th Street between 6th and 7,ff("Avenws.
Phone 765-7600. -~A""'~J'
I feel compelled to preface this review
with a criticism of other film reviewers,
whose' scathing critiques of The Razor's
Edge may have left readers with exactly the
wrong impression. Outside of a few struc-
tural flaws, mainly an inadequate mise-en-
. scene (particularly in the wartime scenes
and in Tibet) and lapses in continuity, the
film still struck me as enjoyable and worth
viewing. Bill Murray, the star and co-
author of the screenplay along with director
John Byrum, does. not . fail in his
"dramatic" role' as Larry Darrell, the disaf-
fected World War I veteran who feels a
need to "find himself" abroad (a desire
that was not yet a cliche by 1920).
. As in the W. Somerset Mangham novel,
Darrell feels unable to return to his genteel
existence in a Chicago suburb. He breaks
off with fiancee Isabella (Catherine Hicks),
who later marries his best friend Gray, and
sets off to Paris. to brood and pack fish.
Europe is by now already engulfed in the
roaring 20's and Darrell is off to England
and the collieries to escape the frippery.
One miner introduces Darrell to the
Upanishads and Darrell sets off for India,
then Tibet to meet the lama.
. This is an extraordinary story and it's
true that Murray, a.k.a. "pizza face," does
not get at the core of this character. (This
reviewer never saw Tyrone Power in the
1946 film of Razor's Edge.) Murray's too
.well remembered as a comic actor, arid in-
Movie: Pizzaface Goes to War
. .~ ......-c
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It's been a long time.Twenty-four years,
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Soccer Team Loses Finale to Stony Brook, 3-0
Errors May Cost Team Play..offs
...--
Barucll's Mike Conolly dribbles up-field In vain.
Baruch's season, however, was
more successful than this game.
After losing their first two games,
the Statesmen made a remarkable
comeback in losing only two of
their next 13 games. Although their
chances -of' ptaying '-in -the 'ECAC-
play-offs are somewhat remote, the
Statesmen are looking to compete
for and win the CUNY title.
down on the team."
With Cesar Arias between the
goal-posts, Baruch seemed to find
new Iife. Repeated attacks into the
offensive zone, however, were
fruitless. Poor calls by the referee,
mistakes by the forwards, and
above-par goaltending . by Stony
Brook kept the Statesmen off the
scoreboard. "The ref is imagining
things," said Henry.
Stony' Brook's final nail in
Baruch's coffin was hammered in
when a rountine side-line throw-in
was misplayed by the entire Baruch
defense. Henry was calling for his
players to line up as if they were
defending against a corner kick.
His message was never received-,
consequently, Stony Brook scored.
At this point, hope was lost.
Baruch had no chance of a come-
back. As Henry said, "It was one
of those games. Overall, the team
played very well. Their goals were
all caused by defensive blunders on
our part."
he allowed the ball to play him. It
took a tricky bounce over Korda's
out-stretched hands for a goal.
Henry defended his goaltender by
saying, "The sun bothered him."
He, however, admitted that Korda
was "too complacent when he went
for the ball."
Henry changed goaltenders in
the second' half, attempting to
revive a dispirited Baruch team.
This was done after Korda had
redeemed himself by playing a
Stony Brook one-on-one break-
away flawlessly. According to
Henry, the errors "caused a big let-
--_.......-IIi:I'.......
for stopping Baruch's attack, but
also for crisp and accurate outlet
passes to their forwards.
The first half of the game was
played primarily in Stony Brook's
zone, but by the end of the half,
Stony Brook led, 1-0.
A routine kick towards Baruch's
goaltender, Alexander Korda,
proved fatal. He mishandled the
ball, which led to Stony Brook's
first goal.
Stony Brook's second goal was
also due to an error on Korda's
part. As the ball bounced toward
him, instead of attacking the ball,
-
.. -
What Baruch lacked in offense,
they made up in ball control, as the
ball was in the Statesmen's posses-
sion most of the first half. The in-
ability of Baruch's forwards to
penetrate Stony Brook's defensive
zone proved costly. You can't win a
game without scoring goals. The
times that Baruch did penetrate
Stony Brook's defense were few.
However. once in the defense's
zone, passing errors and sloppy
dribbling would cause a turnover.
On the other hand, Stony Brook,
with their inferior offense ,was able
to count on their defense not only
By Orest Mandzy
There were no post-game
celebrations. The champagne, un-
corked and untouched, remained in
the ice buckets. Baruch had lost a
"must win" game ·in Staten Island
on Nov. 3rd against the State
University at Stony Brook by the
score of 3-0.
I f Baruch had won this game,
they would have been guaranteed a
play-off spot. As it stands now, ac-
cording to coach Tony Henry,
Baruc- Yl1ay still be selected to the
Eastern CO}/egiate Athletic Con-
ference (ECAr) play-offs. "We
have a better rkord than Stony
Brook. Their sch~ule was also
weaker than ours," ~id Henry.
The fact is that Bant~h lost. Both
the Statesmen and SrQny Brook
were vying for one plaY-.off spot.
Only time will tell whether.Barudl's
outstanding 9-4-2 record i~ reward-
ed with post-season play in the
ECAC.
On foreign soil, the Stat~smen
played a heated match in 42-desfee
weather. The intensity was seen il'\
the players' sweaty faces. Even
though Baruch had the upper hand
in the first few minutes of play,
Stony Brook's' superb defense did
not -allow any penetration of their
zone. They. in turn, outshot
Baruch in the opening minutes of
play.
, I
be an asset to the team, he must
possess a good attitude and some
learning capacity.
As the season nears its start,
practices get less strenuous. "Dur-
ing the season, practice is lighter in
intensity. The players are condi-
tioned already, so we work more on
game situations. " said Rankis.
Running through fast-breaks, pass-
ing drills and shooting drills are
facets of every practice, pre-season
or not.
With new players and a new
home court. Rankis said that
Baruch will be a force to be rec-
koned with. "Our first' -10 games
are tough. If we can hang in
through that period, we're capable
of challenging teams in the CUNY
tournament. We hope to finish in
the top third of the division and go
at least 1S-IO," said Rankis.
said Rankis. Promotional dates.
such as painter's cap day, will also
be part of the ploy to entice fans
to watch the rebounding States-
men.
The fact remains that very few
people will want to watch a team
that can't compete. Rankis insures
that "people will get their money's
worth. We'll play 40 minutes of
hard basketball.
"Recruiting is very hard (at
Baruch) due to the high standards
of the school. Many players that I
wanted to get were unable to attend
here." However, with enrollment
at about 15 thousand, many capa-
ble players were found. They must
not only be athletically capable, but
also mentally capable since, accord-
ing to Rankis, "Five guys must
think as one. They have to move
and react as a team." Rankis also
noted that in order for a player to
made the squad. Reinhardt
Schmuck, Tim McCosker, and
Charles "Train" Hill are all new
faces on the Statesmen squad. With
their help, Rankis said, "We can
get into an inside game this year.
whereas last year we just got eaten
up inside." He added that players
with height weren't the only ones to
make the team. "We also have
more outside shooters, as well as
more quickness," said Rankis. On
the other side of the coin, Rankis
said that "the team is still lacking in
balthandling ability and in the abili-
ty to handle defensive pressure."
Given the team's relative youth and
enthusiasm, any problem should be
easily worked out.
Along with the new faces on this
year's team is a new horne court.
Baruch will play all its home games
at Xavier High School on 16th
Street between Fi fth _and Sixth
Avenues. "It's impossible to play
at Baruch because there are no
seats," said Rankis. Practices are
also difficult to conduct at times.
The team is not allowed to practice
at Xavier, and Baruch's gym is not! always available, said Rankis.
-e Although last year's team was a
~ competitor until the second half of
~
~ the season, fans rarely showed uip
in substantial numbers. "Now that
we're playing at Xavier, I hope it
(attendance by fans) gets better.
They have good seating there,"
'-
an Injury. We were in every game
without them. but their losses made
a difference," said Rankis.
This year, Goines, with a 12.8
point per game average, will return,
along with leading scorer Chris
McLeod (13.6 ppg). Ron Rey is
healthy and should return to play
an important role at point guard.
Charlie Powell, Baruch's leading
rebounder with 8.5 per game,is also
back.
Try-outs for the team on October
15th proved profitable, Rankis









Tries on Ne~ Faces and New Court
........ Bake"'" Team practices 'or ..s.
The Baruch College basketball
team starts its season on Nov. 16th
at the Westminster Basketball
Tournament in Maryland. Second
year coach, Ray Rankis said,
"We'll be able to compete with just
about any team we play."
Last season, a respectable 7-7
start became an 8-17 finish. "Kevin
Goines, one of our starters, had a
sprained ankle. Ron Rey, our star-
ting point guard,was also out with
I.
